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Before We Begin . . . 

Search Engine Optimization is a 

multi-discipline field that aims to 

increase traffic and site visibility 

through placement on search 

engine results pages, or SERPs. 



Defining Content



Facebook

Twitter

Google

Think about 
the last article 
you read 
online . . . 



Content in Search

● Sites need to be discoverable and crawlable
● Pages need signals that search bots can read
● Sites need to be indexed in order for pages to rank



SEO + Social

Content that drives 
user engagement 
succeeds in both 

search and social.



Good Content

● Detailed and thorough.

● Provides unique information or opinions.

● Includes relevant images and video.

● Correct grammar, spelling, and markup.



Query: “Fallout 3” = 3.86 mil documents



Query: “Star Wars The Force Awakens” = 56.5 mil documents



Great Content



10X Content

Relevant

Uniquely ValuableHelpful

One of a Kind



10x Content

Handsome and 
newsworthy.



Research & Ideation



Topics and Goals

What are some possible 

goals for a Fandom article?

Choose a topic and a 
goal before starting 

research.



not detailed

not as 
authoritative 
as Fandom

Competitive Research



google.com/trends
answerthepublic.com



Audience

Who is the audience 

for a Fandom article?

Search engines and 
users need the same 

information.



Unique Value



Information not 
available elsewhere.



Superior to others on 
the same topic.



Significant difference in 
voice or style.



On-Page Optimization



Keyword vs. Topic

Wolverine
James Howlett

Logan Howlett

Voldemort
“He Who Must Not 
Be Named”

Tom Riddle



Keyword Placement

Include the focus term as 
close to the beginning as 

possible.



Titles

Best Practice: 50 - 71 characters (5 - 6 words) in length

● Use Numerals [7 not Seven]

● Leave room for readers to form an opinion.

● Does the title pose a question? Then this article must 
answer the question.

● Think about mom! Nothing sexual, vulgar, or 
misleading.



Introduction

● Include the focus keyword at 
least once in the first 
paragraph

● Respond to the main 
question "above the fold"

● Leave context, reactions, 
and analysis for later in the 
article



Appearance in Search

meta title

search terms
meta description



Internal Links

Goal: Link out from 
each article a minimum 

of 3 times

Links are the path 

search engines and 

humans use to discover 

pages and understand 

the relationship 

between pages.



Feedback

Edits can feel like 
a chicken on fresh 

concrete.

User:Ohmyn0User:Ducksoup



10X Content

Relevant

Uniquely ValuableHelpful

One of a Kind



Questions?


